[The correlation between autoregressive power spectrum of EEG and computerized tomography in tuberous sclerosis (author's transl)].
The autoregressive power spectrum and their component analyses of 36 electroencephalograms of 9 patients with tuberous sclerosis and 21 healthy children were studied. The data were recorded on the analog tapes, and the 20 second artifact free segment of records was digitized at 50 samples/sec. The autoregressive power spectrum and their component were calculated by the methods of Sato (1976) with the minicomputer PDP 11/40. The component consisted of the first and the second order elementary processes. The former showed a transient nonscillatory delta wave, whereas the latter showed damped oscillatory waves of delta, theta, alpha and beta rhythms in the EEG. The characteristics of these component rhythms in the EEG were given by the frequency, the time constant of the nonoscillatory delta, the damping time of the oscillatory component waves (time constant of the envelope of the damped oscillation), the mutual information amounts, etc. Thus, the correlation between these characteristics of component and CT-scan in tuberous sclerosis were examined. The results were as follows: 1. Compared with the characteristics of EEG in normal children, the mutual information amount, the damping time and/3r time constant showed significantly lower value in alpha rhythms of frontal-, central-regions and in theta, delta rhythms of occipital region in the patient with tuberous sclerosis. 2. Multiple subependymal high density areas were found in all of these patients on CT. EMI-number of these high density areas were less than that of calcification in younger children below the age of 3 years, but in older children were equivalent to that of calcification. 3. The correlation between the number of subependymal nodule on CT and the mutual information amount in the EEG showed significantly the negative coefficient in theta, delta rhythms of O1 region in older age group of patients. 4. The correlation between EMI-number of these subependymal high density areas and the mutual information amount in the EEG showed significantly thenegative coefficient in theta & delta rhythms of O1 region in all cases of patients. 5. It is considered that the multiple subependymal nodules may influence the background activities of the central and the occipital regions in the EEG of tuberous sclerosis.